Writing Policy
(Part of ‘English’ school curriculum area)
“There is something delicious about writing the first few words of a story. You never quite know
where they’ll take you!”
Beatrix Potter

Subject Leader: Sarah Threlkeld-Brown
Policy reviewed: May 2022
Next review: May 2024 (or earlier if needed)

Writing fits here.

Clifton’s Curriculum Intent:
At Clifton Primary School the curriculum is designed to promote “Success and Happiness for All”: recognising
children’s prior learning; providing first hand learning experiences; allowing the children to develop
communication and collaborative skills; building commitment and excellence and become creative,
curious, confident learners.
Every child is recognised as a unique individual. We celebrate and welcome differences within our school
community. The ability to learn is underpinned by the teaching of knowledge, skills, worldliness and
excellence (see below). We constantly provide enhancement opportunities to engage learning and believe
that childhood should be a happy and investigative time in our lives where there are no limits to curiosity and
there is a thirst for new experiences and knowledge. Our school values: ‘The Seven Cs of Clifton’, have been
chosen to underpin everything we do as we endeavour to promote positive attitudes to learning which reflect
these values and skills which we believe are needed to promote responsibility for learning and future, life-long
success. Our whole curriculum is built on ‘RESPECT’:
We believe learning is a journey and to keep our learning ‘on course’ we use the ‘Clifton Curriculum
‘RESPECT’ areas of learning
Subject specific areas
R
Respect for ourselves and others
RE, PHSE, SMSC, SRE
E
English
Reading, Writing, S & L, Phonics, Drama
S
Science
Chemistry, Biology, Physics
P
Physical and Health Education
PE, Mental health and wellbeing
E
E - learning
ICT, Computer Science
C
Core Numeracy and Maths Mastery
Core Numeracy, Maths Mastery
T
The World
History, Geography, Art, Music, French, Outdoor Learning
Compass’. These four ‘drivers’ or points on the compass direct our overarching curriculum and everything
within it:
‘Knowledge’ is our NORTH
Children’s acquisition of knowledge and vocabulary is developed rigorously and over time, in order for
children to retain and use – research suggests that the knowledge and vocabulary children ‘own’ has a
significant impact on their future life-chances.

‘Skills’ are our SOUTH
As Guy Claxon and Bill Lucas stated in ‘Education Ruby’ (2014), “Bluntly,
you can teach the Tudors in a way that develops the habits of
independence, imagination, empathy and debate; or you can teach
them in a way that develops passivity, compliance, credulity and
memorisation.” (p.76) Hence our values are ‘The Seven ‘Cs’ of Clifton’:
Communication; Collaboration; Confidence; Commitment; Creativity;
Curiosity; Craftsmanship.
‘Excellence’ is our EAST
Our curriculum is underpinned by excellence. We have high expectations and aspirations for all of our
children and, in doing so, we expect the highest quality of learning design and the highest quality of learning

produced. These expectations are delivered and reinforced daily through adult modelling, peer learning and
celebrating successes. ‘Clif’ our ‘Hedgehog of Excellence’ regularly visits classrooms to see success and high
expectations ‘in action’.
‘Worldliness’ is our WEST
Experiential learning, be it our school’s unique ‘Outdoor Learning program’, visits, visitors, working with the
local community …are at the heart of our curriculum in order for our children: to develop their thirst for new
learning and experiences; to experience ‘awe and wonder’ , and to widen their own personal ‘cultural
capital’. We want children to enhance their knowledge and experiences of the world and their place within
it and how they can all contribute as valuable and respectful 21 st century citizens. The children of today are
the adults of tomorrow. The children of our school are our future.

Philosophy of our writing teaching:
English has a prominent place in education and in society. A high-quality education in
English will teach pupils to speak and write fluently so that they can communicate their
ideas and emotions to others and through their reading and listening, others can
communicate with them
This is a key driver of our whole school curriculum, allowing children to unlock the power of
language both spoken and written.
Our aim is to ensure that every child becomes a reader, a writer and confident speaker by the
time they leave Clifton Primary School.
We strive to promote and instil a love for reading, writing and high-quality literature into pupils at
all ages.
Writing permeates through the curriculum. At Clifton Primary School, we have planned our
curriculum carefully to ensure every child's writing ability is progressively developed. We firmly
believe that children learn to write by talking and writing. Children are therefore given very
regular opportunities to write.
In order to ensure we develop efficient and capable writers, we equip our children with the
necessary tools. Our children are exposed to high quality literature throughout their time at
Clifton. We focus on widening children's vocabulary through the high quality literature,
enrichment experiences and the topics the children study. . We aim to develop grammar and
punctuation knowledge, and understanding so children can use and apply a greater range of
skills across the wider curriculum; explore the writing structure and features of different genres and
identify the purpose and audience.
Our writing curriculum is taught using CUSP (Curriculum by Unity Schools Partnership) planning and
resources. We believe that all children should be taught the key skills and techniques to be able to
communicate effectively and confidently in their writing. Our ambitious writing curriculum ensures
children build upon prior knowledge and re-visit key skills to master writing and develop their
ideas. Our ambitious writing Curriculum enables children to:
• develop and express a rich and deep understanding of the wider world
• explore and respond to moral, ethical and social questions
• make important links between subjects, to deepen and explore their understanding of other
curriculum areas
Our writing curriculum is designed to be a cohesive and well-sequenced curriculum that ensures:
• breadth and depth is achieved through well-sequenced, cumulative units which incorporate
revisiting of learning
• children understand the purpose for writing and develop conceptual fluency: an ability to write
to a high standard across the curriculum
• children are explicitly taught the conventions and grammatical structures of writing and
develop confidence in using these independently in extended pieces
• teaching is firmly based upon current research relating to cognitive science:
• direct explicit teaching of skills and isolated writing encounters to hone particular skills;
• extended writing sequences to embed and practice;
• prior learning is revisited;

• opportunity for direct and explicit teaching of tier 2 and tier 3 vocabulary;
• high quality and ambitious texts to model and exemplify conventions and grammatical
structures.

As stated in the National Curriculum 2014; the writing process, which the children will be taught is;
o
o
o
o
o

plan
draft
evaluate/ edit
proof-read
present

VCOP and ‘POWER Writing’

Curriculum Outline:
Foundation Stage
Writing is not just about the technical aspects of the process. As a writer, you must also engage
with the act of writing, be motivated to communicate your ideas, and think about what those
ideas might be and how to share them. Therefore, in the Foundation Stage writing is ‘taught’
through the activities and experiences in all areas of Early Years. The EYFS Statutory Framework
points out that “all areas of learning and development are important and inter-connected”:
1. Communication and language
Communication and language sit at the heart of writing – everything we do around building
language and supporting communication feeds into the writing that our children do, even at the
very earliest stages of their mark-making.
We ‘play around’ with language, using alliteration, nursery rhymes, and listening activities to build
the phonological awareness that is so vital as a basis for learning phonics.
The more vocabulary our children have, the better placed they will be to become fluent writers.
We look for every opportunity to introduce them to new words when they are ready for them, by
modelling new ways of describing the world in our interactions.
2. Physical development
The development of fine and gross motor skills is critical for the act of writing. Everything we do
around physical development in our setting feeds into this aspect of writing, because when
children are active they are developing core strength, dexterity, and eye-to-hand coordination.
It is tempting to view writing as something that is done in a static way, seated at a desk. However,
it is often more useful for physical development to create opportunities for making marks that are
not desk-based at all, e.g. sticking paper on the underside of a desk so that the children can
write upside-down, hidden in a den, or using easels and flipcharts so that the children can write
standing up are just a few creative ways we develop shoulder, arm and wrist strength.

3. Personal, social and emotional development
Mark-making and writing offer a wonderful way of sharing how we feel, and they also require our
children to think about alternative perspectives.
Shared writing and storytelling are ways to build empathy and to support even the very youngest
children in sharing their thoughts and feelings - creating stories is not just about writing them down.
4. Literacy
Reading and writing act as dual strands within literacy, building on the vital skills of speaking and
listening to allow our children to communicate and explore ideas.
Stories play a crucial role in the development of thinking and writing, because they help children
internalise the underlying rules and structures. Through listening to and sharing stories, our children
pick up on the patterns of story language – “Once upon a time …”, “And they lived happily ever
after …”, “He huffed and he puffed”.
5. Mathematics
Although we most commonly think about writing words when we talk about writing, maths also
uses written symbols to represent ideas. Children’s earliest marks will often give an insight into their
mathematical thinking, for instance when they use tally charts to note down ‘how many’ there
are of something.
We encourage lots of mark-making around maths – as well as around writing – by setting up
situations where the children need to make calculations, like using a tally chart to work out how
many portions are needed for snack time.
6. Understanding the world
The world is full of fascinating information and the more our children know about the world, the
more knowledge they have to incorporate into our writing.
Some children are particularly drawn to non-fiction writing as a way of learning more about their
environment. We ensure that we give opportunities for factual as well as fictional writing.
7. Expressive arts and design
Many of the art and craft activities that we do in our setting offers chances for mark-making. This
might involve handling tools in order to paint, but also writing – for instance, writing a message
inside a Christmas card that the children have designed.

The knowledge, skills and understanding which children should have gained by the end of
the Foundation Stage are laid out in the early learning goals. These experiences and skills
prepare the children for work in Y1 onwards.

Key Stage 1 and 2

The framework for Clifton’s writing curriculum is drawn from the programmes of study for
Key Stages 1 and 2 of the national curriculum. Clifton’s long term planning lays out when
different writing teaching sequences and genres of writing will be taught and revisited
across the year (these run in two year cycles because of our mixed age classes); these
have been developed to support purposeful cross curricular links wherever relevant links
appear. A detailed progression map for how knowledge and skills in writing are developed
at Clifton supports planning and ongoing assessment.
Our complete curriculum can be found at: http://www.clifton.cumbria.sch.uk/our-cliftoncurriculum/

Assessment, Recording and Reporting

We strive to ensure that our children’s attainment is in line, or exceeds, their potential when we
consider the varied starting points of all our children. We measure the impact in a variety of ways:
➢ We use our school’s criterion scale for writing assessment, ensuring children are recognised
for what they CAN do, and teachers are able to quickly see small next steps in writing
development a d learning;
➢ We use the statutory assessment frameworks for writing at Key Stages 1 and 2 and the End
of Early Years statements for Reception children;
➢ We monitor writing in children’s books and have writing folders of progression for each
child;
➢ We talk to children to discuss their: success; next steps, and attitudes towards writing.
Teachers monitor progress made by children against the learning within and across their
lessons. Our curriculum has been devised so that it is accessible for all with adaptations
made to planning to meet the needs and abilities of all learners, including more able
pupils. Parents/carers receive information about this in parents’ meetings and end of year
reports.

Resources:
At Clifton Primary School, a large variety of resources are used to support writing across the school.
∙ We are proud to use our local area as a resource and often use the local environments
and trips and visits to inspire writing.
∙Within individual classes, many non-fiction and fiction books are available, as well as
WAGOLL pieces of writing for the children to refer to.
Class displays support the development of writing through a mixture of ‘working walls’
and ‘writing tricks’ displays.
Each class has dictionaries, thesauruses and access to online resources, at the child’s level of
understanding and need. Classes also have a variety of knowledge organisers, knowledge mats,
success criteria and ladders, as well as a wide range of additional materials.
The English subject leader and team maintains the writing resources and monitors their use.
Resources are purchased and replaced by the subject leader in accordance with the
school ordering procedures. The list of resources is examined each year before requisitions
are made. All staff may request or suggest resource items they feel would be useful for a
writing learning sequence.

Health and Safety:

Health and safety has a high priority in our school and children are taught how to use
resources safely. Where relevant, risk assessments are written such as for school trips,
food preparation, handling tools, etc.
Paediatric first aiders are within each classroom.
Monitoring and review:
The monitoring of pupils’ work and planning is the responsibility of the English subject leader
and team. They are also responsible for supporting planning and providing or sourcing
training needs as required. This policy is reviewed regularly by the subject leader and
governors, taking account of changes in the National Curriculum and in staff practices.

Linked policies:
Teaching and Learning Policy
Reading Policy
Spelling Policy
Handwriting Policy
Feedback Policy
Equal Opportunities Policy
Inclusion Policy

